Symantec Endpoint Security

FEATURES

- Industry standard in Endpoint Protection. 5 years running as #1 Protection & now also #1 Performance by AV Test.
- Extends SEP to all OSs and all devices including mobile.
- Offers cloud management.
- Adds advanced protection, EDR, threat hunting, and other technologies for complete protection.

MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

- On-Premises
- Cloud

PROTECTION TECHNOLOGIES

- SINGLE SYMANTEC AGENT
- AGENTS REQUIRED

- Hybrid

- Predicts, detects and prevents physical, malware, network and vulnerability exploits to protect businesses from mobile cyber attacks.

- Laptop Desktop Server Laptop Desktop Mobile Tablet Server

- Corporate Owned, BYOD, UYOD

- Reduces attack surface by preventing authorized applications from running malicious code.

- Reduces attack surface by allowing only authorized applications to run.

- Continuously simulates breaches and attacks to find misconfigurations and hard spots that led to total compromise.

- Continuously simulates breaches and attacks to find misconfigurations and hard spots that led to total compromise.

- Applies machine learning across telemetry from all Symantec endpoint customers to detect new attacks and provide recommended actions.

- Empowers your SOC with actionable intelligence, behavioral forensics, and advanced investigation and response tools.

- INDUSTRY-BEST ANTI-MALWARE
- Powered by Advanced Machine Learning

- MOBILE THREAT DEFENSE
- Protects modern devices from network attacks when users work in public areas and are on non-corporate networks.

- SECURE NETWORK CONNECTION
- ATTACK SURFACE REDUCTION
- RESPONSE & REMEDIATION

- BREACH PREVENTION
- DECEPTION
- BREACH ASSESSMENT
- ATTACHED THREATS
- TARGETED ATTACK ELUSION PRINCIPLES

- FIREWALL
- DECEPTION
- BREACH ASSESSMENT

- APPLICATION CONTROL
- BEHAVIORAL ISOLATION

- INTRUSION PREVENTION
- BEHAVIORAL FORENSICS

- ENDPOINT DETECTION & RESPONSE
- THREAT HUNTING
- RAPID RECOVERY

- ENDPOINT DETECTION & RESPONSE
- THREAT HUNTING
- RAPID RECOVERY

- DETECT & DISPLAY
- HOST AUTHORITY CONVERS
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